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Park De Oude Warande, Tilburg
Good art revolutionizes your whole being. It is something that stops you,
or slows you down - Ugo Rondinone
In 2021, Lustwarande proudly looks back on twenty years of exhibition practice in De
Oude Warande. That is why only artists have been invited to STATIONS who, mostly as
young talents, have previously participated in Lustwarande. The selected artists,
twelve from a list of one hundred and seventy-five, have, since their earlier
participation, developed oeuvres that are now decisive for the international sculptural
canon and are therefore of great importance to be shown.

Mark Manders – Iron Figure (2011),
Lustwarande ’11 - Raw
Courtesy Zeno X Gallery, Antwerp
Photography Dirk Pauwels

Erwin Wurm – Untitled (Abstract
Sculptures) (2018), mock-up
Lustwarande ’21: STATIONS
Courtesy Studio Erwin Wurm,
Limberg (AU)

Ugo Rondinone - the sun and the moon (2021)
(the sun - mock-up)
Lustwarande ’21: STATIONS
Courtesy Studio Ugo Rondinone, Galerie Eva
Presenhuber, Zürich / New York

LUSTWARANDE ’21 - STATIONS
STATIONS refers to the moment the artists took part in Lustwarande - at the start of their
career, or later, at various times in a span of twenty years, sometimes repeatedly - and
currently, now that they are all mid-career and established. At the same time, the title
refers to the seasonal changes that are essential to the location and to the stations of life,
to the passage of time, to transformation and transience, and to the aspect of walking
that is so important for Lustwarande and related outdoor exhibitions. Where as a walker
you stop at the individual sculptures, stations themselves, new stories unfold, which are
noticeably but not demonstrably interconnected.
“Lustwarande lets you walk for many hours (…). In other words, Lustwarande is not only
an exhibition in a green backdrop, but also a process, a movement.”
Domeniek Ruyters - The Earth Listens In (Delirious Lustwarande - Excursions in
Contemporary Sculpture III, 2019)
Participants in STATIONS include: Monica Bonvicini (IT), Tom Claassen (NL), Michel
François (BE) & Douglas Eynon (UK), Gereon Krebber (DE), Mark Manders (NL), Navid
Nuur (IR/NL), Ugo Rondinone (CH), Thomas Rentmeister (DE), Maria Roosen (NL),
Marien Schouten (NL) and Erwin Wurm (AU).
Curator: Chris Driessen, artistic director of Lustwarande.
ABOUT LUSTWARANDE
LUSTWARANDE – Platform for Contemporary Sculpture annually organizes
internationally trendsetting exhibitions of contemporary sculpture at De Oude Warande
park in Tilburg, one of the best-preserved Baroque woodland gardens in the Netherlands.
Lustwarande’s aim is to stimulate the development, promotion and appreciation of
contemporary sculpture. In 2019 the tenth edition took place, a jubilee. Our ambition is to
further expand Lustwarande in the coming years into an internationally recognized
platform for contemporary sculpture.
ARTISTS
More than 175 artists have participated in the period 2000–2019, including Louise
Bourgeois, Berlinde De Bruyckere, Claudia Comte, Elmgreen & Dragset, Luciano Fabro,
Guido Geelen, Dan Graham, Cai Guo-Qiang, Anish Kapoor, Sarah Lucas, Paul McCarthy,
Ernesto Neto, Michelangelo Pistoletto and Franz West.
SEASONAL PROGRAMMES
Lustwarande is seasonal, presenting programmes annually from May to October. In
addition to the group exhibition two editions of Brief Encounters are staged, each one
featuring three artists, who present unique event sculptures, that can only be experienced
during the course of a single afternoon.
In 2021, Lustwarande presents Brief Encounters for the fourth time. Due to Covid-19 only
one edition could be scheduled this year, with exciting event sculptures by artists Malin

Bülow (SE), DAY Collective (PL/RU) and David Rickard (NZ).
Saturday 4 September: David Rickard. Rickard’s performance will last 24 hours.
Sunday 5 September: Malin Bülow, DAY Collective and David Rickard.
For further information on our activities: lustwarande.org.

LUSTWARANDE
STATIONS is open daily from dawn until dusk from 3 July till 3 October 2021.
Visiting address: park De Oude Warande, Bredaseweg 441, Tilburg.
Tickets are available at the ticket desk (PIN only), open daily from 11.30 a.m. – 4 p.m.,
or at the Grotto pavilion (cash & PIN), open daily from 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
PRESS PREVIEW
You are cordially invited to the press preview on Thursday 1 July, starting at 11 a.m.
Address: Grotto pavilion, center of De Oude Warande park.
We kindly ask you to confirm your attendance before Friday 25 June 2021 via
reservations@lustwarande.org
Note for editors
For more information, HR images and interview requests, please contact us via
info@lustwarande.org or call +31 (0)13 5457573.

